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Recently, matrix models have received a great deal of attention as nonpertur-

bative descriptions of string theory 1'2'3. Since initial advancements, progress has

proceeded in many different directions. In particular, Douglas 4 has shown that

the limited number of known matrix model solutions can be derived from the Lax

pair formalism usually associated with the KdV equations. This identification with

integrable systems greatly increases the number of classifiable matrix models since

it was shown a long time ago that Lax operators are associated with affine Lie al-

gebras. For example, the models discussed by Douglas are related to the canonical

representations of A(nt) More recently, Di Francesco and t<utasov 6'7 have discussed

D (t) based matrix models which the standard matrix techniques 8,9't0 have yet to

solve. Thus, it may be worthwhile to focus on the integrable systems approach.

The matrix construction of Lax operators, reviewed in depth by Drinfeld and

Sokolov 5, first defines the matrix operator

0

£ = O---z+ A+ q(x). 1)

The second term is constructed from the negative simple roots, El, of an embedding

affine Lie algebra ¢, i.e.,
r

A = _ ciEi, 2 )
i=0

where E 0 is the affine simple root. The coefficients are then assigned values ci = 1

and Cm = _, which corresponds to deleting the rh/rh vertex from the Dynkin dia-

gram. The residual Lie algebra(s) corresponding to the remaining (disconnected)

Dynkin diagram(s) is denoted (¢,Cm). For use below, let us define the vacuum

projection operator A- by

r

A = _ Ei# m + _Ern - z_.k-+ ,\Eta. 2)
i=0

The procedure is then to reduce the system of linear equations given by the

kernel matrix equation

f_.,_,(x) = 0, (3)

where _ = ('_Z,t,_P.,,..., _N), to the scalar Lax eigenvalue equation

/;(x)¢(x) = ), (4)
9
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where # isa constantfunctionof thespectralparameter ,\.The vacuum solution
...,¢

¢ isa linearcombinationof the components of the eigenfunction'0which satisfies

A-VT(x)=o. (5)

Drinfeld and Sokolov found that the fact the embedding algebra is anne guarantees

the solution generates an integrable system.

For the number of independent degrees of freedom in (3) to equal the rank of

the anne Lie algebra ¢, or equivalently the residual basic Lie algebra (0, cre), one

must fix the gauge invariance present in the coordinate dependent term q(x). To

derive an appropriate gauge fixed matrix operator one must find a matrix S(x)

such that
LG,F. _ end S E

a (6)
= cO---x+ A + qG'F'(x),

where ad denotes the adjoint mapping. Drinfeld and Sokolov find the sufficient

condition that S E C°C{R , q}, where 77is the set of positive simple roots Fi with

the rnlth member removed.

Here, we choose the "diagonal" gauge which is defined in terms of the standard

gradation of the embedding Lie algebra regardless of which root is removed. For

the present discussion we take (¢, co). The diagonal gauge is convenient since,

deleting the zero'rh vertex, gives the form

F

qdiag = E vi(ql,q_.,... ,qy)Hi, (7)
i= 1

where Hi are elements of the Cartan subalgebra. In this gauge, solutions to the

kernel equation (3) will create scalar Lax operators which generate the modified

KdV equations. On the other hand, if one expresses the coordinate dependent term

in the "canonical" gauge of Drinfeld and Sokolov, the Lax operator will generate

the regular KdV equations, which are related to the diagonal case via the Miura

transforma.tion.

Since the diagonal gauge is written directly in terms of the elements of the

Cartan subaigebra, there exists a simple diagrammatic technique for constructing

these (pseudo)differential operators. Here, we present the algorithm which allows

one to build Lax operators by reading off information from cyclic weight diagrams

corresponding to representations of the embedding affine Lie algebras. In a longer
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paper we prove this ascertion and extend our work, without modification, to affine

supersymmetric Lie algebras 11

To motivate the algorithm we first give examples of the Drinfeld and Sokolov

construction of L(z) by solving the matrix system £_1_7= 0. To illustrate, consider

the embedding anne Lie alegbra (A_ 1), co). Clearly, the residual Lie algebra is

A2. Fig. 1 presents the cyclic weight diagram of the canonical rep of A_1) Note,

eliminating the presence of the affine root results in the highest weight diagram of

the fundamental rep of .42, with highest weight vector (10). i.e.,

(io)
$

(-11) (8)
$

(0- 1).

Reading directly from this weight diagram, we immediately write down the sum of

the negative simple roots,

(000)A-= 1 0 0 , (9)
0 1 0

and the elements of the Caftan subalgebra

( oo) (ooo)Ht = 0 -1 0 , H2= 0 1 0 . (10)
0 0 0 0 0 -1

Similarly, by reading off directly from the cyclic weight diagram in Fig. 1, we find

the matrix A.

Substituting the appropriate matrices into the kernel equation (3) produces the

system of equations:

[0+ _,]Va= -A_,

[0 - vt+ u2]_2= -_bl, (II)

[o- w],/_3: -,_...

Here, on the right-hand-side, we have placed the terms due to A. The vacuum

condition (5) determines the scalar function to be q5 = _ba. Thus, we must solve

by starting with the last equation. First, we muldply this equation through by

[c9- 'vr + v2], and then eliminate _/_2using the second equation. This gives

[0- _, + v_.][o-v:],/,_= _,. (_2)

4
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Next, we multiply through by [O + v_] and use the top equation in (11). The final

result is the scalar Lax eigenvalue equation

(.13)
= - A¢3,

where the spectral parameter is given by # = -,1.

This example exhibits a common feature relevant to our scheme below. \Vhen,

the vacuum condition (5) requires the scalar eigenfunction to be given by a sin-

gle component of the eigenfunction, say ¢ = _'i, then the resulting characteristic

equation satisfies

LO; = ##_i. (14)

Consequently, the system reduction must start with the i'th equation in the ma-

trix system, and proceed upward till the top equation is reached. If i J iV the

process continues starting with the bottom equation and moves upward until the

i'th equation is reached. We shall refer to this case as trivial 3ince the correspond-

ing cyclic affine weight diagram is linear, containing no branch points. A second

feature brought out in this example, is that the number of factors in the resultant

Lax operator (13) is equal to the number of weights in the weight diagram. Un-

fortunately, this is valid only for trivial cases. Nevertheless, this last observation

is key to our scheme.

To highlight one more property of the general procedure we turn to a non-trivial

example. For this, we require a representation of an affine Lie algebra whose cyclic

weight diagram has at least one branching point. Thus, consider the canonical rep

of the affine algebra (D_li," cO) whose cyclic weight diagram, shown in Fig. 2, has

two branch points. Reading off from the afflne diagram gives

/0 0 0 0 0 0 ,\ 0 _
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 A
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

A= 0 0 1 0 0 O 0 0 ' (15)
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0/

The branch points have manifested themselves by placing more than one non-zero

integer in the second and sixth rows. Now, further reading off the elements of the
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Cartan matrice gives the system of equations

[0+ v,l#p1= -,\#pT,

[a- v, + v=]#p_.= -_,- ,x_8,
[0- v._+ va+ v4]#pa= -#p_.,

[CO-va + v4]',P4= -#Pa, (16)
lO+ va- v_]#p5= -#P_,

[ a + V ' --lr2 ] '_7 = -- _' 6 ,

[a-.v,]¢_ = -,l,_..

The vacuum condition (5) produces _wo distinct solutions, ti's and the linear

combination #P4- #Ps. Here, we consider the first case. Proceeding as before, we

encounter a well-known technical problem not found in the trivial case. The com-

ponents #P4and "/_5can not both be simultaneously eliminated since the expressions

[CO- Va + v4] and [0 + va - v4] do not commute. This dilemma is directly linked to

_ _he fact, the corresponding cyclic weight diagram has a branch point connecting

! the fourth and fifth weights to a single weight located below them.
i

To overcome this obstacle the pseudo-differential operator c3-1 must be intro-

duced. Its operation on any function f(z) is given by the expansion

CK)

c3_-1f(z) = _-_(-1)iI(i)(z)O2t-i (17)
i=0

Utilizing the pseudo-differential operator we rewrite the fourth equation in (16) as

#p,_= -[0- va + v4]-t#pa, (18)

and a similar expression for #Ps(x). Thus

#P44- #Ps-- --{[60--'oa +v4] -1 4- [CO4- Va --v4]-l}#pa. (19)

A helpful identity for differential operators A and B is

{.4-1 + B-1}-I = {.4-t[a + BIB-t}-t = B[A + B]-IA. (20)

When applied to Eq.(19), a cancellation occurs among the vi's appearing in the

curly brackets, giving

#Pa= -[O- va + v4]CO-I[CO+ va - v4](#p.|+ #Ps). (21)

6
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Finally, the Lax operator of (D_I1),_ co) with vacuum _/'s is given by

LI 1
=_o-l[a + v,][o- ,v, + w,][O-- v_ + va + v,,l[a- va + .v4] (22)I

x o- [o + - v,,][o+ - - v,,l[a+ v,
which is proportional to the standard result.

We have chosen these two examples because they introduce the techniques

needed to generate Lax operators associated with even the most complicated al-

gebraic systems. Furthermore, they show how closely the structure of cyclic affine

weight diagrams is linked with the construction of general Lax operators. As a

result, we propose a set of four steps which allows one to construct Lax operators

associated with cyclic representations of affine Lie algebra.

First, we propose that to every weight vector of an affine cyclic weight diagram

one can associate an operator as follows:

Step 1:(ab...) _ [c)z + avr(x) + bw.(x) +,..1. (23)

Even before we specify how to build L(x) from these factors, we can draw a sig-

nificant conclusion. Namely, due to the fact we are dealing with scale invariant

theories, e.g., I(dV equations or matrix models, two Lax operators L(x) and LI(x)

' will be equivalent if their respective cyclic weight diagrams have the same shape

and numbel of weight vectors, and if there exists a mapping between the coefficients

of the weight factors.

Second, we introduce a step which is designed to facilitate the construction

of Lax operators when branch points exist in the corresponding weight diagram.

Essentially, this step reduces more complicated non-trivial cases to a sum of man-

ageable trivial cases by reducing the branched weight diagram to a sum a linear

subdiagrams.

Step 2: Replace branching 'weight diagrams by t£e sum

of linear subdiagrams, each representing a .vertical route (24)

beginning with, and ending on, the vacuum 'weight(s).

For example, Fig. 3 presents the four linear subgraphs associated with the canonical

rep of D_1- ).

In drawing cyclic weight diagrams, it is important that the arrows generated by

the deleted vertex are distinguished from the others. Furthermore, the directions
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of the arrov s must also be noted. The Lax operatoI associated with a subdiagram

is then coustructed as follows:

Step 3: Circulate around the loop beginning with the vacuum ._olution,

in the direction oppoaite to that indicated by the deleted vertex'_

, arrow. If a weight vector is approached by an arrow's

I a) tail, append it_ weight factor to .'he operator'_ left side, (25)
I b) head, append the inverse of it_ weight factor to the operator'_ left side.

! For the arrow of the deleted vertex, do nothing.

For trivial cases, this completes the computation of L(x). However, for non-trivial

cases with branching weight diagrams we can not naively build the final Lax op-

erator from a sum of its constituent linear subgraphs. Instead, as we prove in

Ref.[11], they are added together analogously to how one computes total resistance

of resistors in parallel.

Step 4: The Lax, operator is given by the inverse of the _um of
(26)

the inver_e_, of the operators resulting from step three.

Example' For the non-trivial case (D_tl)t, c0), with ¢ = _['sas before, the opera-

tor corresponding to the first linear subdiagram in Fig. 3 is

L1 =[c9- vt]-l[c9 + vr][0- vt + v:][cg- v: + va + v4][c9-'va 4- v._]
(27)

×[o+ w.- - v4[O+ v,- v2][o-,v,],

with a similar expression for L2. The operators for the remaining subdiagrams are

easily found along the lines of A_1)." Factoring out common terms, and simplifying,

the reciprocal of the sum
4

= (2s)
i=1

reproduces the previous expression given in Eq.(22).

Finally, we address the question of integrability of Lax pair equations generated

by non-canonical reps ot affine Lie algebras. Drinfeld and Sokolov found that the

infinite set of conserved currents, required for integrability of the affine algebra

generated Lax operator, are given by the coefficients of the Laurent expansion of

| 2: in ,_. Thus, every rep of an affine Lie algebra leads to an integrable system since

i the defining properties of affine Lie algebras are representation independent.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Cyclic weight diagram for canonical rep of (A_ 1), co), Dashed line indicates

arrow due to deleted vertex cO.

Figure 2, Cyclic weight diagram for canonical rep of (D_ 1), co), Dashed line indicates

arrow due to deleted vertex cO.
!

l

Figure 3. Linear subdiagrams from the cyclic weight diagram of the canonical rep of

_ (D_ 1), c0). Dashed lines indicate arrows due to dele_,ed vertex co.
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